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Mealey’s Litigation Report: Copyright features in-depth reporting of copyright law, including court
decisions, new suits, settlements, and trials.

Litigation Snapshot

Following six years of litigation and two trials,
Google Inc. in May 2016 prevailed on allegations
of infringement when California jurors deemed
Google’s integration of certain Java
programming language into the Android
operating system a fair use. Although the verdict
was widely celebrated by the open source
community, other courts have taken a more
conservative view of fair use in the copyright
arena. The Supreme Court meanwhile in June
2016 ruled – for the second time – in favor of a
former college student accused of infringement,
this time increasing the availability of attorney
fees for those who mount a successful defense in
copyright cases. Next up at the Supreme Court
could be a recent holding by the Ninth Circuit
U.S. Court of Appeals that the de minimis
exception to allegations of infringement of a
sound recording remains viable – a notable split
with other circuit courts that have thus far found
to the contrary.

Who Needs To Know

» Copyright practitioners
» Attorneys who focus on intellectual property
law
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Jurisdiction issues
Infringement
Damages and statutory fees
Electronic and Internet issues
Statute of limitations
Insurance coverage
Constitutional issues
Digital Millennium Copyright Act
Protectability
New suits
Settlements
Trials

How Lexis Legal News Can Help

Mealey’s Litigation Report: Copyright on Lexis Legal
News and via email delivery features unbiased news
stories, case summaries, attorney listings, and the
PDFs of court and agency documents and
regulations. Subscribers also receive expert
commentary articles and email bulletins of breaking
news. This valuable insight into current news and
litigation trends helps subscribers to advise clients,
prepare for trial, draft pleadings and briefs, develop
case strategies, formulate arguments, and build
compelling cases.

» Corporate counsel
» Judges and court staff across the entire U.S.

federal judiciary
» Professors, students, and library staff at every
accredited law school in the U.S.
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